
Name_____________________________ Period___________ Date___________________ 

Mind Map 
 

If you could look inside your character’s mind and soul, what would you see? 

 

This is intended to be a visual interpretation of what is going on internally with your character. It is designed to help you 

explore your character’s motivations, inner traits and conflicts, psychological issues, goals, loves, hates, strengths, 

insecurities, etc.   

 

Requirements:    visual symbols (3)—Each symbol should represent something important about 

your character.  You will write an explanation of each symbol that you choose (See 

back of page) 

     your character’s 3 most important quotes (as you interpret “important”) 
 

Draw all symbols and write all quotations (clearly and neatly) inside the head. Write character’s name 
across the top of the page. Your mind map must be colored neatly. 
 

Visual symbols: here are some ideas/suggestions. You need not do all these, nor should you limit yourself to them: 

1. Motivations, goals, desires:  What are your character’s deeper motivations, goals or desires.  What drives his/her 

thoughts and actions?  How can you illustrate this? Or perhaps your character lacks clear motives–how might 

your represent that? 

2. Values: What are your character’s deepest values? How might represent that? 

3. Virtues and Vices:  What are your character’s best qualities?  Her/his worst?  How can you illustrate these? 

4. Insecurities: What insecurities does your character have? Remember that he/she may not even be aware of 

these. 

5. Color:  Colors are often symbolic.  What color(s) do you associate with your character and why? 

6. Symbols:  What objects can you associate with your character to illustrate who they are? 

7. Conflicts:  With whom or what does your character struggle?  Another character?  Her/his own personality 

and/or decisions?  Unfortunate events in life?  How can you illustrate these? 

8. Central conflict:  This is the major problem in your character’s life.  How can you illustrate it? 

9. Happiness:  What is your character’s greatest happiness?  What brings him/her the most joy? 

10. Sadness, disappointment, or resentment: Does your character have a major regret or resentment? 

 

Only include facial features like eyes, nose, mouth if you can employ them symbolically.  

Be creative. Have fun. Do your best. 

 

THIS IS A MAJOR GRADE. IT IS DUE ON_____________________ 

 

Rubric for Mind Map 
 

Contains character’s 3 quotes? (20)   __________ 

 

Contains at least 3 symbols (20)    __________ 

 

Depth of explanations and character analysis (20)  __________ 

 

Grammar/ Mechanics and Format of Essay (20)    __________ 

 

Color/ Neatness/ Overall impression (20)   __________   

          

 

SCORE ON MIND MAP_________% 

 

 



 

Explanations 

 

You will write a small essay to accompany your Mind Map with 3 body paragraphs. You MUST use the format 

that we went over in class that is included in your IAN. Your essay may be typed (follow MLA) or written 

neatly in blue/black ink (only on one side of the paper). You will staple it to the back of your Mind Map when 

you turn it in.  

 

Your essay should have three paragraphs and follow the structure below. There is no introduction or 

conclusion.  

Note: If you choose to include more than 3 symbols/colors, you still only need write 3 body paragraphs. 

Choose the most meaningful ones to write about for your essay. 

 

TS – Explain the symbol and how it ties to trait one 

CD – Use textual evidence (may be the same as on the Mind Map) 

CM  

CM 

CS 

 

TS – Explain the symbol and how it ties to trait two 

CD – Use textual evidence (may be the same as on the Mind Map) 

CM  

CM 

CS 

 

TS – Explain the symbol and how it ties to trait three 

CD – Use textual evidence (may be the same as on the Mind Map) 

CM  

CM 

CS 

 

 


